Water heater timer org

Would that be worth the cost of the device and the time it takes to install it? How much money
would you really save, if any? In standard hot water heaters, energy is required to keep the
water in the tank heated, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. But do you even need access to hot
water 24 hours a day? Maybe not. And the newer, energy-efficient models run even less than
that, just a little over an hour each day. Second, on the flip side, all hot water heaters suffer from
something called a standby loss. Over time, minimal amounts of heat will transfer through the
walls of the tank, resulting in a slow leak of energy. The biggest savings seem to come when
users are able to shut down their water heater during peak energy usage periods -- usually from
7 or 8 am through 8 or 9 pm -- and when they are on a plan that bills differently at peak versus
non-peak times. So if your main goal is to pinch every single last penny, and to save every iota
of energy, then Find out more ways to save on your hot water bill; contact a licensed plumber.
Sayward Rebhal writes for Networx. Looking for a Pro? Call us at What is a water heater timer?
Is your water heater that inefficient? When is a water heater timer worth it? So when is it worth
it? Well, it sort of depends on your lifestyle. Updated December 20, Sayward Rebhal. On A
Weekend! Gas Line Installation Made Simple. Get Free Quotes. Service Needed. This piece of
equipment can save you a lot of money and use less energy helping you steward your footprint
on our planet. As of installing it we were able to cut out 16 hours of use on our Hot Water Heater
daily Make sure the new wiring is equal to or thicker in gauge to the existing wiring. We will run
cost comparisons to see how long it takes for this timer to pay for itself. Thanks to Canida , he
gave a great addition below in the Comments: "A necessary addendum to Step 1: verify this
breaker actually maps to your hot water heater. Our breaker box had a full set of labels that
turned out to be randomly applied! Your next step will be to make all the disconnections: 1.
Remove the plate on the hot water heater then remove the wire nuts. If you have conduit
running to the wall then remove the plate and the conduit. The next steps are to get the timer
and conduit installed. Notice I did not attach the box to the wall permanently, that is why it is at
an angle, I attach it later once everything is measured out and dry fitted together 2. Install the
conduit to the original cover plate on the wall. I decided to attach the conduit to the side of the
box because the wall mount was directly above the box, it is up to you based on the location of
the box. Install the conduit to the box and run the wire through and then trim the wire with about
" excess to be able to attach to the terminals. This step you will be attaching the wired to the
Timer. Follow the instructions in case they have changed 1. The wires from the hot water heater
will be set to the right terminals, wires from the house go on the left. This next step will be
finishing up all the steps of installation. Secure wire nuts as they were before when you started.
Attach the ground wire to the ground screw. At this point you will schedule the timer and finish.
Put on the clear plastic cover over the wiring. To set the time you pull out on the yellow dial and
turn it to the correct time of the day. DO NOT adjust the arm that points down 90 degrees.
Question 1 year ago on Step 3. Is there a method to test whether or not it is actually working?
My husband installed ours the end of Jan and our hot water bill went from I'm really
conservative when it comes to heat and anything burning electricity so I doubt it has to do with
any increase on our end. I was wondering if maybe we had it installed wrong and is there a sure
proof way to tell without having to take it off and re-install it. Any feedback would be helpful.
Thanks :. Reply 1 year ago. You probably have the on offs set wrong. I have mine on from
6am-9am then 4pmpm. We went from Reply 11 years ago on Introduction. Heat rises, so that
why we couldn't get it hot no matter how high we set it. We're thinking about putting a timer on
so that we can heat it a little bit hotter then we normally do, then it can cycle from there. Also
compare Temp. Days to last years Bill. It should shown on your current Bill. Are you possibly
used gaming consoles more? I just read that some of them in Stand-By Mode can cost as much
as 2 refrigerators to run!!! A Wii is the cheapest to run. Also, what about Air Conditioning? I've
also heard of them wiring it to 1 element instead of both? It'll only save you money if it allows
you to take advantage of lower electricity rates at off-peak times. Otherwise, it just means the
thermostat will have to run the heating elements longer to get the water up to temperature.
Insulation and taking shorter showers will save energy. How do you remove it? Not much of a
home repair person so any help would be appre. Great instructable! I found this to be an
excellent resource when I installed my water heater timer. I also found this website to be very
useful as well. No one mentioned risk of bateria growth? The pay back is incredible. I love this.
All of the comments have been great and the issues have been real. The HW heater timer is a
great way to save money on your energy costs. The catch with all energy saving technology is
that the equipment you install it on must be working properly. As an energy management
contractor I have learned this lesson the hard way. You can do the math and you'll see a month
ROI. Since I just joined I don't know if I missed an earlier conversation but you can also save
money on water heating costs by lowering the temperature to say degrees instead of degrees.
Please keep saving energy every way you can and there might be some left for our children and

grand children. Best wishes. I'm thinking about doing this, were any of the energy savings
posted? I just want to see if it's worth my effort or if it's more of a headache than a money saver.
I have invented one. Look for it on the web in 4 to 5 months. Please see our first information
web site at: What I was thinkin' was a way of clamping a collar around the temp controller knob
on my gas heater and then use a timer-activated solenoid with an escapement, a motor-driven
cam, or a stepper motor to change the temp from "night mode" to "normal mode". Part of the
trick is to manage the right amount of rotation of said knob. This instructable inspired me to
install the Intermatic WH model last December. I already see a difference in my electric bill,
since we only turn the heater on now for about 7 hours a day. This timer and an R11 jacket is
the way to go. Introduction: Hot Water Heater Timer. Did you make this project? Share it with
us! I Made It! RichardbrendaS Question 1 year ago on Step 3. Answer Upvote. MrsHayes 11
years ago on Introduction. Reply Upvote. ChristinaR57 4 years ago. Daijoubu 5 years ago on
Introduction. Foxtrot70 9 years ago on Introduction. Intheknow 10 years ago on Introduction.
When it comes to making the home more energy efficient, your water heater should be a bigger
concern than most people make it out to be. According to energy. Unfortunately, more time is
spent encouraging people to buy new water heaters, install solar heaters , etc. The type of timer
used is often determined by the application, such as residential or industrial, but there are no
hard and fast rules regarding which types must be used in which settings. Since it takes a while
for water to heat, this method requires more planning than any other, making it quite a bit less
efficient. This type of timer has to be activated similar to the switch method, but has the
advantage of automatically turning itself off after your desired length of usage. This method is
more efficient than a switch, but still requires forethought and manual execution. For household
use, a programmable timer is probably the most efficient method of all. This type of timer allows
you to create various presetsâ€” the number is determined by the device installedâ€” that
control power to your water heater. For example, you could set one timer for weekdays when no
one is home and another for the weekend when the whole family is using hot water. These
digital and electronic water heater timers have the advantage of allowing you to set different
usage periods based on the hour and day of the week or month. Intermatic water heater timers
are far and away the most well-known and trusted brand out there. Smart homes rely on smart
technology, and there are devices available to turn your water heater on or off, or even set a
particular timer function, straight from your phone. This type of connected timer is more
expensive than other types, but offers you total control over the system, no matter where you
go. Even if your water heater uses some type of gas as the primary fuel source, it probably
relies on electricity to determine when to turn on or off. To this end, there are various types of
timers available, up to and including WiFi and Z-Wave timers. If your electric company charges
more during evening hours for example, using a timer to turn the heater off during peak energy
usage times will reduce the cost per kilowatt of using the water heater. Installation varies based
on the type of timer being used. If your water heater uses a standard or volt AC plug, there are
timers which can be quickly plugged in between the water heater and the wall outlet and are
ready to use. Other types of timers may require disconnecting the wiring where it enters the
water heater and connecting those wires to the timer and then connecting the timer to the water
heater. Even this type of installation should only take a few minutes and can be accomplished
with a couple of screwdrivers in most cases. Be sure to check the way your water heater is
wired and buy the appropriate timer. Check out how much this job would cost you. There are
other ways to reduce energy costs related to your water heater. By using a combination of
methods, you can achieve the most efficiency. Here are some of the most commonly used ways
to reduce water heater power consumption:. This has the advantage of reducing both hot water
heater operation and overall water consumption in the home. Reducing the temperature of the
water you use, as with reducing your bathing time, saves power and reduces water
consumption. See our recommended temperature guide for more info. Whether the unit is inside
the home or out, adding a thick layer of insulation usually in the form of a water heater blanket
helps keep your water hot longer, reducing the time that the water heater has to operate to
maintain the desired temperature. Simple yet effective. Unfortunately, water heaters are not
designed to last forever. If your water heater is more than years old, it may be time to replace
the unit with a more efficient model. When shopping for a new water heater , compare energy
star ratings, tank sizes, and options such as installing an on-demand water heating system.
Choosing the right unit for your home gives you ample hot water and reduces energy usage. A
water heater timer will not save you as much as timer manufacturers may hint at, but it is a
fantastic way to help you manage your energy usage more efficiently. Thanks for the great
suggestions buddy! I agree with you that water heater timer is really worthy. So if you use a
timer the burners will be on the whole time until cooler water is replaced by hot water. Using a
timer may help.. You probably save more on electricity by using a larger tankâ€”which will hold

more hot water. Take shorter showers and I wash clothes strictly using cold water. Still, electric
water heaters are VERY expensive to operate. Get the longest tank water heater warranty you
can find.. They are generally better insulated. Absent a timer, water in a heater cools off when
not being used and the elements must refire to reheat it for on-demand usage. A timer stops
this cycle of heatâ€”-coolâ€”reheatâ€”-at times when one is not going to need the water
on-demand. No offense, but I kind of thought the above is self-evident to anyone who has
thought about how hot water heaters have hot water on demand. I have a Whirlpool 19 gallon
tank that is rated at watts per hour. I use a water heater timer and I have it set to run twice a day
in one hour increments. A bigger water heater will of course use more. Strongly recommend
you buy one of those Kilowatt devices that measure your usage throughout your home. I use
timers on my window AC units for example. In general, you pay to heat the water you use.
Standby losses are actually quite small. Our basic electric water heater loses about 1C every 3
hours so even in 12 hours that is only 4C from about 52 to 48C overnight â€” I don;t think I
could tell the difference. But as rates are double during the day, it pays to heat the water at the
low rate and use it during the day â€” assuming you have enough of course. Great information.
A gas water heater timer is effective on energy savings not to mention extending the life of your
gas water heater. Many of the water heater manufacturers are offering timers with their models.
If you were looking for a universal type gas water heater timer, there is one available that can be
used with a simple appliance timer supplied with the unit, or you can use any wifi device of your
choice. It is great for second homeowners as well. Tankless water heaters can save energy.
There are problems with a tankless water heater such as high maintenance if you are on a well.
Most plumbers do not carry parts for all of the models on the market thus, you may have a 2 tot
4 day waiting period until the repair is made and 2 trips by the plumber. The initial cost of
installation is normally very expensive for a tankless water heater. It seems more practical to
use a timer. When using the over- ride on an electric water heater timer, does that heat the water
to the level of the hot water tank thermostat, or does the override feature override the water tank
thermostat? This article would have been a good venue for researching replacement of the
anode which can lengthen the WH life. There are some misconceptions evidenced in the
comments. The idea of the timer is to allow the water in the WH to cool when hot water is not
needed. If the heat source is active all day it will continue to cycle on and off to keep the water
at max temperature. Paraphrasing the Laws of Thermodynamics: the hotter something is the
more heat it losesâ€”regardless of insulation. After installation, I have had problems with no hot
water in the morning. Other sources state that it is OK to use a timer with no problems. Other
than this desire to save a few more dollars I have no complaints about the water heater. Can
someone please help me confirm? Electricity in Bermuda is about 50 cents a kWh. My water
heater comes on at and goes off by Again in the afternoon from to so it is only on for 5 hrs a
day. Saving 19 hrs a day. The saving here is huge. I had an energy detective on my electric
panel and I used to watch the heater going in every 5 mins at 37 amps. We all have a device on
our water heaters that mix hot water from the tank with incoming cold that gives us a constant
output temperature. So, why not have a timer that enables us to heat the water higher during off
peak electricity hours and lower temperature during the high peak period. My electric company
has decided they are going to disconnect my devise. Is running the heater all the time going to
wear out the heater sooner? I have a new Rheem nat gas water heater with a powered vent that
runs off V. I was thinking of putting it on a timer, i. Since so many devices have extensive
electronics I decided to call Rheem to ask if this would be a problem. First person I talked with
said it should be Ok, but then they asked another tech and the answer came back no. Any
thoughts on this? Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Note: This post may contain affiliate links. This means that at no cost to you, we may
receive a small commission for made purchases. Need to Hire a Plumber? Get a free estimate
online from top local home service pros in your area. Table of Contents. Comments Thanks for
the great suggestions buddy! Gerry Reply. Thanks for your comment. Rc Reply. Click to learn
about the savings. Once installed, it acts as a programmable setback controller. This enables
you to program your water heater gas control valve to prevent the main burner from firing for
periods of time when demand is low, and raise the temperature setting for periods of time when
hot water demand is high. The Gas Water Heater Timer fits nearly all traditional gas water
heaters. If you have one of the gas control valves shown to the right, it will fit! Due to strong
customer demand, the Gas Water Heater Timer is now also available in the following two valve
types! The Gas Water Heater Timer comes with a 5-year limited warranty on the housing and
motor for any defects in materials or workmanship. If for any reason the Gas Water Heater Timer
does not perform due to any defects which occur during normal use, we will repair or replace
the unit free of charge. View the full warranty details. Of course not! Even though the main
burner is shut off by the water heater timer, you are not without hot water. You will have hot

water stored for intermittent uses between timer settings. Our Gas Water Heater Timer comes
with complete instructions. There are no tools required , and it can be installed by the average
homeowner in as little as 10 minutes. See how easy it is to install the Gas Water Heater Timer on
your water heater. Learn more about controlling the Gas Water Heater Timer with your home
and wireless automation apps and devices. Today, the ability to save money on energy use,
extend the life of your water heater, reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions is
paramount! When we think about where our energy dollars goâ€¦ we notice the obvious choices
we see every day around our homeâ€¦ lights, kitchen appliances, televisions and air
conditioning and heating. We tend to overlook the expense of heating water for our daily needs,
howeverâ€¦. Save Money on Your Gas Bill. Extend the Life of Your Water Heater. Use with Wi-Fi
and Home Automation. Great for second homeowners and property managers. Installs in
minutes on your gas water heater. Ensures your water heater is only producing hot water when
you need it. I installed this device on my gas water heaterâ€¦ in about 3 minutes â€” it was
simple. Makes sure you have hot water ready when you need it. Keeps your water heater from
firing when not in use. Frequently Asked Questions. Do you ship outside the US? Yes, we ship
to Canada at no extra charge. We can ship to other countries for an additional fee. Will the Timer
Fit My Heater? The Gas Water Heater Timer fits the valve types below shown below. Home
Automation Learn more about controlling the Gas Water Heater Timer with your home and
wireless automation apps and devices. Why Send Money Down the Drain? Do you know how
much money you could save on each gas bill? If you are on city water, an expansion tank is
required at an additional expense to be covered by the member. As a new home builder you can
choose the following options:. In addition,a worry-free maintenance electric water heater
warranty is provided free by AEC to your buyer for a full 10 years. Worry-Free Maintenance,
Too? All water heaters must be installed by an approved AEC contractor. For new home
construction or for a change-out from a gas water heater to an electric water heater, the
worry-free electric water heater maintenance warranty is provided free for a full 10 years. The
warranty does not cover damages caused by fire, theft, neglect or acts of God. A timer is a load
control switch that turns off your electric water heater at a time during power demand peaks in
the summer and winter months. When you allow the electricity to your water heater to be
controlled with a timer, the cooperative can reduce its electrical use during demand peaks and
save money, passing those savings on to you. Control is based on peak as needed. Sounds
good! How Do I Qualify? Staying in hot water is now a PLUS! Installation is free for a gas
change-out. If you are the owner but not the occupant, you will be billed separately. This should
be a primary residence. Non-residential structures are not eligible. The EH Series Electronic
Time Switches provide control for electric water heaters with to-the-minute accuracy in
programming and time-keeping. The
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use of a water heater timer allows the customer to shift electricity use to "off-peak" time
periods to reduce utility costs. These time switches can be programmed for repeat daily
scheduling, 5-day work week scheduling, weekend scheduling or individual day scheduling.
Models are available for both and VAC applications. For California residents, click here for
Proposition 65 Warning. Sign-up for email alerts for products and software updates, new
product releases and information about upcoming events. Timer Controls : Specialty Time
Switches. Where to Buy. Backup Type Battery. Battery Service Type Replaceable. Enclosure
Type Indoor type 1 metal. Has Override Switch Yes. Warranty 1-Year limited. Where to Buy
Where to Buy. Flip Through Our Products. Easily Find Contact Information. Subscribe to Our
Newsletter Sign-up for email alerts for products and software updates, new product releases
and information about upcoming events. This website uses cookies to provide a better user
experience.

